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AbstractThis paper presents a novel model of co-reference knowledge, which is
based on the distinction of (i) a model of a common reality, (ii) a model of an
agent’s opinion about reality, and (iii) a model of agents’ opinions if they talk about
the same object or not. Thereby it is for the first time possible to describe consis-
tently the evolution of the agent’s knowledge and its relative consistency, and to
formally study algorithms for managing co-reference knowledge between multiple
agents if they have the potential to lead to higher states of consistency, independent
from the particular mechanism to recognize co-reference. As an example, a scal-
able algorithm is presented based on monitoring atomic knowledge increments and
an abstract notion of belief ranking. The presented approach has a wide potential
to study the formal properties of current methods to find co-reference, and to lead
to new methods for the global management of co-reference knowledge.
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Introduction

Information integration is traditionally done by reconciling data coming from differ-
ent sources under a common schema. This is a well-known approach in heterogeneous
database integration, which recently also involves the useof formal ontologies. Integra-
tion of data under a common schema allows for accessing information about the same
kinds of things and same kinds of relations as defined by the integrated schema.

Our work relies on a different aspect of information integration. Independently if
data are brought under a common schema or the sources operatein their own independent
ways, and we simply try to connect them into a coherent network of knowledge. The two
basic requirements for such a network to be created and managed are the following:

1. Decide whether two data elements residing in different sources refer to the same
thing. [15] describes this relationship between data elements as the co-reference
relation.

2. Maintain persistent co-reference relation and make it accessible to the individual
sources (agents) participating in the network.

We note that co-reference between two data elements is independent of their nature or
whether they belong to the same source. Actually, the problem exists even if the data



elements are not classified under any schema. For instance, historical documents fall
under no particular schema whatsoever and yet establishingco-reference between text
elements in two documents is fundamental for historians in order to reconstruct history.

Indeed, if we regard the instantiation relation between data elements and respective
schema elements they belong to as yet another association ofdata elements, schema in-
tegration can also be regarded as the. co-reference problemto match the referred schema
elements. Therefore co-reference recognition may even be regarded as the most elemen-
tary operation of information integration.

Curiously enough, the problem of establishing and maintaining a co-reference re-
lation has been addressed so far only in some symptomatic ways, as described in more
detail in Section . There are some methods to assist finding co-reference: Typically, af-
ter integrating databases on the schema level, various heuristics are employed to remove
“duplicate” entries coming from different sources and referring to the same thing. On
the other hand, librarians invest a lot of time to create large name spaces, such as the-
sauri, “authority files” of person names, or gazetteers of place-names, in the hope that
people will use the names in these spaces as identifiers in their local sources. Scientists
and scholars all over the world maintain card boxes or creatededicated indices in books
to store co-reference knowledge. Hypertext links and other“see also” links may indi-
rectly encode co-reference knowledge. These methods suffer either from precision or
scalability. OWL introduces the relationship “same as”, without exploring the theoretical
question in which way two nodes can be distinct and still be “same as” at the same time.

There is no systematic literature about the epistemological nature of co-reference
knowledge itself, i.e., what are the relations between the knowldege of different agents
and reality, and what are the possible inconsistencies, howcan they be detected and re-
duced. Consequently, there is no widely accepted concept oflong-term preservation and
management of co-reference knowledge itself. Rather than dealing with ways to identify
co-reference, this paper simply assumes that thereareways of varying reliability to iden-
tify co-reference or non-co-reference relations and dealswith the fundamental problem
what to do with this knowledge in a distributed environment,in order to increase local
and global consistency and the degree of knowledge sharing.To do so, we present a novel
model of co-reference knowledge, which is based on the epistemological distinction of
(i) a model of a common reality, (ii) a model of an agent’s opinion about reality, and
(iii) a model of agents’ opinions if they talk about the same object or not. Thereby it is
for the first time possible to describe consistently the evolution of the agent’s knowledge
and its relative consistency, and to formally study algorithms for managing co-reference
knowledge between multiple agents if they have the potential to lead to higher states of
consistency, independent from the particular mechanism torecognize co-reference. As
an example, a scalable algorithm is presented based on monitoring atomic knowledge
increments and an abstract notion of belief ranking.

In this paper, we only interested in whether or not a co-reference relation is assumed.
The idea is that the established co-reference information ispreservedand can be used to
collaboratively build large-scale networks of knowledge.Our theory is motivated by sit-
uations that occur between research or business groups maintaining huge, consolidated
information records, with potentially billions of identifiers for things, people, places etc.
We are not interested in the odds of natural language interpretation. Co-reference clus-
ters, i.e. the set of links being found to connect referencesto the same object, are nor-
mally very small. Most things in the world are rarely referred to. However, some things,



such as Goethe or Paris, may be referred to many many times. Weassume that the topol-
ogy of co-reference clusters, once established, will be similar to that of reference net-
works of scientific papers. Some sources are preferred as reference, so that a pattern of
multiply connected “stars” of different size is the most likely one. Wrong connections
between large clusters may cause an immense number of wrong inferences. Therefore
efficient ways to narrow down possibly wrong connections andto resolve inconsistencies
in a distributed environment are a major concern.

Related work

The is virtually no related work about co-reference knowledge itself. Since the problem
becomes more and more urgent in the Semantic Web, just recently a paper appeared
that makes a limited proposal to manage co-reference [10]. It fails however to make
the necessary epistemological distinctions. A fuzzy notion of context is introduced, and
synonyms within a context are “bundled”. The authors assumethat coreference between
different contexts may point to different things, confusing the problem of agreement if
something is one or two things with the problem to know if someone speaks about the
same thing or not. Therefore, they do not provide a viable method to manage co-reference
knowledge . In [17], the authors recognize the fact that standardization and centralization
is not necessary to manage co-reference, but they still assume that there must be a unique
digital surrogate for a real world item to ensure unique meaning, whereas we show that
even that is not necessary. Only a strongly distributed approach has the potential to deal
with co-reference of items on the Web.

A major motivation for this paper is to describe how the current approaches to
support co-reference detection can be deployed more effectively. These approaches can
roughly be divided intopro-activeandreactivemethods:

In reactive methods, typically, data are first integrated under a common schema and
then possibleduplicatedata entries are detected and merged.Duplicate detectionmeth-
ods (e.g., [3]), sometimes also found under the more generaltermdata cleaningmethods,
employ various heuristics to (a) compare the attributes of items in different data sources,
and (b) estimate the probability that they mean actually thesame thing (e.g., it is rea-
sonable to assume that two references to a person with the same name, same birth date
and birth place are actually identical). Unfortunately, different sources tend to register
different properties for the same things, properties of items may change over time or be
unknown. It requirespre-existing sharedknowledge about the values of the properties
being compared. Actually, data cleaning methods mix three different probabilities: (a)
that two different items haveaccidentallythe same properties, (b) that the same proper-
ties are at all registered for the same item in different sources and (c) that these properties
are registered in the same way in different sources. These factors limit the reliability of
these methods, but since they are scalable, they are efficient to guide manual verification
to find co-referencebased onfurther evidence. We use in this paper the fact that there are
methods providing a belief or reliability ranking in a set ofco-reference links. Normally,
in reactive methods, detected co-reference isnot preserved beyond the immediate scope
and purpose. We claim that these methods would be far more effective if the co-reference
links they produce would be globally preserved and published for open access and future,
semiautomatic validation.



In pro-activemethods, sometimes also found underdata cleaning,identifiers of
things are normalized before integration takes place, in order to increase the chance that
other sources will normalize their identifiers in preciselythe same way. One way to do
that is by using rules, such as the cataloging rules librarians use to encode identifiers for
books or authors–the most important system being AACR [2]. Rules do not help in cases
when people use pseudonyms, when books do not expose standard front pages, when
historical places are known under multiple names, etc. Theyare more helpful to avoid
false matches. Even when applying rules, encoding errors may cause identifier variants.
Therefore library organizations such as OCLC (Ohio, US) offer data cleaning services
that validate entries sent by libraries against a huge database of entries they know of. This
method has the advantages and disadvantages ofauthority files. In a way, it is a duplicate
detection process between the source to be “cleaned” and thereference source.

Librarians, scholars and scientists from many disciplineshave been heavily investing
in so-called authority files or better knowledge organisation systems (KOS) [18], which
register names and characteristics of authors [12], historical persons [11], places ([9],[8]),
books and other items, as well as categories (Library of Congress Subject Headings[5],
the Art & Architecture Thesaurus[20], Unified Medical Language System UMLS[21],
etc.), and associate them with a preferred, unique representation in a central resource.
Preferably, the KOS should list enough properties of the described items so that a user
may match this description with another description under her control, and use the KOS
suggested preferred identifier as a unique identifier in her source. The method is suc-
cessful as long as the preferred identifiers are globally unique, correctly applied, and the
KOS does not change the representation later. It is more reliable than automated data
cleaning. Unfortunately there are many KOS in use, and few maintainers, notably the
projects VIAF[19], LEAF[12] for person authorities, and MACS[14] for subject head-
ings, have understood the relevance ofmanaging and preserving co-referencerelations
between KOS. In order to find all references made via a preferred identifier from a KOS,
still a global index similar to current Web search engines would be necessary. Unfortu-
nately, there are no efforts to do so. KOS are also used to support data mining, i.e. the
so-called Named Entity Recognition [4]. They help to decide, if a word in a text might
be the name of a place, person, etc.

The major draw-back of KOS-based methods is that a central authority is assumed,
which makes the method non-scalable, always lagging behindapplication. There arefar
moreparticulars (persons, objects, places, events) than categories (universals), making
the lack of scalability very severe for particulars. Whereas the Semantic Web research
is strongly focused on matching or mapping universals (e.g.[13]), here we address situa-
tions that a priori, but not exclusively, apply to particulars. We describe methods that can
be applied to managing the connection of multiple KOS by co-reference links.

A variant of the pro-active methods is thereferent trackingsuggested by [22]. The
idea is, that in controlled environments, such as health-care institutions, things like pa-
tients, body-parts, blood and tissue samples are multiply referred to in different docu-
mentation systems accompanying diagnostic and therapeutic processes. The authors sug-
gest methods and a good practice to make sure that the notion of identity is not lost
between the different documents pertaining to related processes.

Akaishi et al. [16] describe a statistical information retrieval method, in which they
trace related documents via characteristic co-occurrences of terms common to docu-



ments. In a way, co-occurrence of terms can be regarded as signature of relations. Hence
the method may be regarded to pertain to co-reference of relations.

Common to all current methods is that they provide partial, isolated solutions. Non
does really manage co-reference knowledge once it is found.In this paper, we present a
simple, but effective epistemological model to manage co-reference knowledge. We as-
sume a community of collaborating agents whose communications relies on co-reference
relations. These relations are built on the basis of bilateral agreements, and maintained
in a decentralized manner, similarly to what is postulated in “emergent semantics” [1].
They are consolidated into an ever-growing, coherent system of meaning by virtue of
a few global rules. We thereby implicitly show that a centralauthority and exhaustive
description of items is not necessary, as useful it might be.All existing automated meth-
ods to detect co-reference may be used to support or enhance the respective agreement
processes.

Language structures and co-reference relations

We assume a countable, non-empty set of objectsObj and a collectionA of n > 2
agentsA1, . . . , An who speak aboutObj. An agent may represent a whole community
of speakers that share some knowledge aboutObj. For example, an agent might repre-
sent the community of users of some source that stores information aboutObj. For the
purposes of this paper, however, we do not need to make the distinction between users of
the source and the agents representing them. We assume that each agentAi is endowed
with:

• a vocabularyVi that is a non-empty, countable set of identifiers which the agent
uses to refer to (or denote) objects inObj;

• a reference functionRi associating each identifier inVi with some object inObj.

Without loss of generality we can think of an identifier as a kind of URI (Universal
Resource Identifier), independent from who knows its meaning. The only requirement
is that its encoded form is different from the encoded form ofany other identifier. In
practice, this can be achieved by a mechanism adding a name-scope identifier to the
encoded form of each local identifier. For example,French:diffusion is regarded
as distinct fromEnglish:diffusion. The successful worldwide management of
domain names shows that there is no reason to question the feasibility of assigning unique
domain names (i.e., unique agent names).

We make the following assumptions:

Assumption 1
The setsV1, . . . , Vn are all distinct and pairwise disjoint; we will letV stand for
the collection vocabularies (i.e., V = {V1, . . . , Vn}).

Assumption 2
Each reference functionRi is:

• total, that is each identifier of vocabularyVi denotes some object, fori =
1, . . . , n;



Obj = {1, 2, 3} R1 R2 R3

V1 = {i1, i2} i1 1 j1 1 k1 1
V2 = {j1, j2} i2 2 j2 3 k2 2
V3 = {k1, k2, k3} k3 3

Figure 1. Elements of a language structure

• injective,that is no two identifiers from the same vocabulary denote thesame
object; in other words, vocabularies are to be understood as, e.g.authority
files in libraries, each offering “official names” for the domain entities; it is
crucial that each such name be unique within the language; ofcourse, any
official name can have a number of synonyms which the users of the language
may use at their will;

• private,that is accessibleonly to agentAi.

We will let R stand for the collection of reference functions (i.e., R =
{R1, . . . , Rn}).

Assumption 3
Every object is denoted by at least one identifier of some vocabulary; in other
words, there is no object unknown to all agents.

A language structureλ is a 4-tupleλ = 〈Obj,A,V ,R, 〉 satisfying all the above
assumptions. Thevocabularyof λ is denoted byLλ (or simply byL when no ambiguity
may arise) and it is defined as follows:

L =
⋃
V = V1 ∪ . . . ∪ Vn

Figure 1 shows some elements of a language structure, consisting of three agentsA1

to A3 which speak about a domain of three objects, represented as the first three posi-
tive integers. Throughout the paper, we will use this language structure as our running
example.

In a language structureλ, it may happen that two identifiers from different vocabu-
laries, sayx ∈ Vi andy ∈ Vj , refer to the same object, that isRi(x) = Rj(y). In this
case, we say thatx andy co-refer.In formal terms, this defines a relation≈λ (or simply
≈) over identifiers as follows:

x ≈ y iff Ri(x) = Rj(y).

We shall refer to this relation as theco-referencerelation of the language structure. It
is important to realize the difference between co-reference and synonymy: co-reference
holds between identifiers ofdifferent languages,whereas synonymy holds between an
identifier inVi and any number of synonyms from the associated synonym setSi.

It is easy to see that the co-reference relation is an equivalence relation, which in-
duces a partition[L] onL, given by:

[L] = { [i] | i ∈ L}.

Each block[i] of [L] consists of the identifiers denoting the same object asi. It follows
from Assumption 3, that there exists a bi-jection betweenObj and[L], associating every
objecto ∈ Obj with the block of the identifiers denotingo. This association captures



≈r

i1 j1 1←→ {i1, j1, k1}
j1 k1 2←→ {i2, k2}
i2 k2 3←→ {j2, k3}
j2 k3

Figure 2. A (reduced) co-reference relation and its equivalence classes

naming,therefore we will call the block[i] of identifiers denoting the objecto ∈ Obj

as thenamesof o; in the opposite direction, we will say thato is named by[i]. As a
consequence of Assumption 2 (injectivity of reference functions), the names of an object
comeeachfrom a different vocabulary. Formally, for all vocabulariesVi and identifiers
x1, x2 ∈ Vi,

x1 6= x2 implies[x1] 6= [x2] (1)

In proof, [x1] = [x2] impliesRi(x1) = Ri(x2) and thereforex1 = x2. Consequently,
each block has at most as many identifiers as vocabularies:|[x]| ≤ |V|. If a vocabulary
Vj has no identifier in the block[x], thenVj has no name for the object named by[x].
Another way of saying this, is to say that ifx andy are co-referring identifiers from
different vocabulariesVi andVj , thenx does not co-refer with any other identifier inVj :

x ∈ Vi, y, y′ ∈ Vj , Vj 6= Vi, x ≈ y, y′ 6= y imply x 6≈ y′ (2)

(1) and (2) are easily seen to be equivalent, but the latter highlights the fact that co-
reference has implicit negative facts, in addition to the positive ones.

As a last remark, it is easy to verify that the complement of co-reference (with re-
spect toV × V), 6≈ is irreflexive and symmetric.

Figure 2 shows the co-reference relation and its equivalence classes in our running
example. To simplify the presentation, we only show the a reduced≈ (i.e., we do not
show reflexive, symmetric or transitive pairs), denoted as≈r . For clarity, equivalence
classes are shown in association with the object they name.

Sharing co-reference knowledge

We view the language structureλ as being the “reality” under study. Initially, each agent
Ai knows part of the reality, namely his own vocabularyVi and reference functionRi as
well as synonym setSi and relationsyni. The knowledge of the agent increases when
he engages in communication with another agentAj . This communication can be direct
(or synchronous) if it takes places when both the agents are present, or indirect (asyn-
chronous) if it happens through the exchange of documents. During communication,
agentAi uses an identifier, sayx, in his own vocabularyVi to refer to an object inObj.

But this creates a problem, becauseAj must be able tode-referencex, that is to deter-
mine what is the object under discussion (i.e., the objectRi(x)). However,Ri is only
accessible toAi, thusAj is left with an undoable task.

In order to overcome this problem, we envisage a service, calledco-reference knowl-
edge service,to which Aj canask which identifiers are known to co-refer withx. If,
amongst the returned identifiers,Aj finds one in his own language, sayy, thenAj is able



co nco

i1 j1 j2 k2

j1 k1

Figure 3. Tables of a co-reference structure

to identify the referenced object by applying toy his reference functionRj . If no identi-
fier in Vj is returned by the service, then the object named byx is unknown to agentAj ,

and no de-reference is possible. In this case,Aj may ask the identifiers which are known
not to co-refer withx, thus being able to determine which objects arenot named byx.

The question arises how the co-reference knowledge servicecan acquire the knowl-
edge it is asked about. The answer is that the serviceis told this knowledge by agents, as
a result ofnegotiations.A negotiation involves two agentsAi andAj and two identifiers
in their respective vocabularies, sayx ∈ Vi andy ∈ Vj , and aims at ascertaining whether
x andy co-refer. A negotiation may have one of the following outcomes:

• The agents agree thatx andy co-refer.
• The agents agree thatx andy do not co-refer.
• The agents are not able to reach an agreement.

In the first two cases, agents tell the service the found relationship between identifiers,
thus increasing the global knowledge. In the latter case, noknowledge is gained, thus
nothing is told to the service. It is important to notice thatnegotiations are supposed
to take placeexternallyto the service, which gives no support to their making. Rather,
the service manages the outcomes of negations, whether positive or negative, in order to
make communication successful according to the schema outlined above.

In this schema, the co-reference knowledge service must support the following op-
erations:

• tell-co(i, j), by means of which the user tells the service thati andj are known
to co-refer;

• tell-nco(i, j), by means of which the user tells the service thati and j are
known not to co-refer;

• ask-co(i), for asking the service the identifiers that are known to co-refer with
i;

• ask-nco(i), for asking the identifiers that are known not to co-refer withi.

In addition, we include operations for retracting co-reference knowledge, which are nec-
essary due to the possible incorrectness of agents in negotiations:

• untell-co(i, j), for retracting thati is known to co-refer withj;
• untell-nco(i, j), for retracting thati is known not to co-refer withj;

In order to be able to perform these operations, the service relies on aco-reference
knowledge structureK which we define as a tripleK = 〈λ, co,nco〉 where:

• λ is a language structure;
• co is theco-reference table,a binary relation overL storing the pairs that are found

to co-refer;



• nco is thenon co-reference table,a binary relation overL storing the pairs that are
found not to co-refer.

The co-reference tables for our running example are shown inFigure 3. We assume that
a co-reference structure is accessible by all agents.

In the following, we illustrate how a co-reference structure can be used to specify a
semantics for the operations defined above.

Semantics ofask operations

Co-reference tables hold theexplicit knowledge agreed upon by the agents during ne-
gotiations. However, there is alsoimplicit knowledge; in our example, the fact thati1
co-refers withj1 andj1 with k1 is explicit knowledge, from which we can infer by the
transitivity of co-reference (see Section ) thati1 andk1 co-refer, or by the symmetry of
co-reference thatj1 and i1 co-refer; and maybe other. All this is implicit co-reference
knowledge, which the user expects the service to be able to discover and serve in response
toask operations. Therefore, in defining the semantics ofask operations, we must take
into account what is implicitly known from the explicit facts stored in a co-reference
structure.

To this end, we first observe that a co-reference structure can be legitimately said to
be such, only if it exhibits the basic properties of co-reference highlighted in Section .
In order to capture this requirement, we introduceco-reference models:A co-reference
structureK = 〈λ, co,nco〉 is a co-reference model(or simply modelfor short) iff it
satisfies the following conditions:

(c1) co is an equivalence relation;
(c2) for every pair(i, j) ∈ co such thati ∈ Vi, j ∈ Vj andVi 6= Vj , there is a set of

pairs(i, j′) ∈ nco, wherej′ ∈ Vj andj 6= j′;
(c3) nco is symmetric;
(c4) co andnco are disjoint.

Conditions (c1)-(c3) simply state the properties which characterize co-reference and non-
co-reference, while (c4) adds the requirement thatco andnco be disjoint. The next step
is to apply these properties to a co-reference structureK, thus completing the explicit
knowledge inK with the underlying implicit knowledge. The closure operation does
precisely this. Theclosureof a co-reference structureK = 〈λ, co,nco〉, is a co-reference
structureK⋆ = 〈λ, co⋆,nco⋆〉, where:

• co
⋆ is the smallest equivalence relation containingco, thus satisfies condition (c1)

above.co⋆ can be formally defined as follows. For any set of pairsX, we let:

ρ(X) = {(x, x) | (∃y)(x, y) ∈ X ∨ (y, x) ∈ X}

σ(X) = {(x, y) | (y, x) ∈ X}

τ(X) = {(x, y) | (∃z)(x, z) ∈ X ∧ (z, y) ∈ τ(X)}

f(X) = ρ(X) ∪ σ(X) ∪ τ(X)

The first three functions realize, respectively, the reflexive, symmetric and tran-
sitive closure of the given argument (the specification of the last function can be



made more explicit, but we omit these details for brevity). Finally, f includes the
results of these functions by taking their union. Now, for a co-reference structure
K = 〈λ, co,nco〉, define thedomainof K to be the setDK = {co ∪ A | A ⊆
(L × L)}. It can be easily verified that(DK,⊆) is a complete lattice havingco as
least element. SinceX ⊆ τ(X), f is monotonic (hence continuous) on this lat-
tice. Thus, by the Knaster-Tarski theorem,co

⋆ = fn(co), for n finite. As a conse-
quence,co⋆ exists, is unique and finite, since at each application of thef function
only a finite number of pairs are added.

• nco⋆ = X ∪ σ(X) where

X = nco ∪ {(i, j) ∈ Vi × Vj | (i, j
′) ∈ co

⋆, Vi 6= Vj , j
′ ∈ Vj andj 6= j′}

Existence, uniqueness and finiteness ofnco⋆ immediately follow from those of
co⋆.

Resuming our example, the pair(j1, i1) ends up inco⋆ because it is symmetric to theco
pair (i1, j1). The same does the pair(k1, i1), as it is symmetric to the pair(i1, k1) which
can be obtained by transitivity fromco.

On the other hand, the closure of the non-co-reference tableadds tonco the pairs re-
quired for satisfying condition (c2) (yieldingX), then closing the result under symmetry
in order to satisfy also condition (c3). In our example, the pair k2 is implicitly known not
to co-refer withi1 because(i1, k1) are known to co-refer, thusi1 cannot co-refer with
any other identifier inVk; assuming it is known thatk2 is an identifier inVk, this means
thati1 andk2 are known not to co-refer; by the symmetry ofnco, we then obtain thatk2

andi1 are known not co-refer.
The closure of a co-reference structureK embodies the explicit co-reference knowl-

edge inK and, being an equivalence relation, exhibits the behavior of co-reference.
Moreover, being the smallest structure satisfying these two properties, it is a most natu-
ral candidate for query answering onK. We therefore define the semantics ofask op-
erations by viewing them as functions associating a co-reference structure with sets of
identifiers, as follows:

ask-co(i)(K) = {j ∈ L | (i, j) ∈ co
⋆}

ask-nco(i)(K) = {j ∈ L | (i, j) ∈ nco
⋆}

We simplify notation by writingask-co(i,K) instead ofask-co(i)(K), and the same
for ask-nco.

Inconsistent co-reference structures

It is important to notice that in closing a co-reference structureK, (c4) may be violated,
so that the resultingK⋆ is not a model. In this case, some pair(i, j) is known both to
co-refer and not to co-refer. This is clearly a contradiction, thus we defineK aconsistent
co-reference structure iff its closureK⋆ is a model. Accordingly, we define thecons-ch
operation as a function returning the pairs causing inconsistency:

cons-ch(K) = co
⋆ ∩ nco

⋆



If cons-ch returns the empty set, then the current co-reference structure is consistent.
Otherwise, the user knows which pairs are causing trouble and can intervene as described
later.

In our example, if we add the pair(i1, j1) to thenco table in Figure 3, we have
an explicitly inconsistent co-reference structure, sincethe same pair shows up in theco
table. If we add the pair(k2, i1) to theco table, we have an implicitly inconsistent co-
reference structure, because the same pair shows up in the closed non-co-reference table
nco⋆, as shown in a previous example.

Inconsistent co-reference structures arise from negotiations whose outcome does not
correctly reflect the language structureλ and, ultimately, fromunsoundagents, that is
agents that may make mistakes in negotiations. The assumption that only negotiation
mistakes can cause inconsistency of the co-reference structure holds, as long as the agents
share an unambiguous principle of identity about the described objects, and they main-
tain their reference functions injective. As it turns out, this is not an unrealistic case. It
appears that inconsistency of the co-reference structure is the only diagnostic we have at
information system level of errors in the negotiations. If someone finds out with whatever
means that two identifiers do not co-refer, this informationenters thenco table, which
may cause an inconsistency. Any consistent arrangement of false negotiations remains
undetected.

Semantics oftell operations

The semantics oftell operations establish how co-reference structures evolve.Redun-
dancy of explicit knowledge is not helpful as long as believevalues are not taken into ac-
count. Therefore, an obvious requirement is minimality, inthe sense that a co-reference
structure should stay as simple as possible, while embodying the knowledge that it has
been told. However, ignoring knowledge explicitly told by the user is not a good idea, be-
cause it may cause loss of knowledge. As an illustration, letus consider the co-reference
structure shown in Figure 1. Assume that the user wants to addthe knowledge thati1
andk1 co-refer via the operationtell-co(i1, k1). Now this knowledge is implicit in
the co-reference structure, as it can be obtained by transitivity from (i1, j1) and(j1, k1).
We could therefore be tempted to do nothing in response to theabovetell-co. But
if we did so, a successiveuntell-co(i1, j1) would cause the loss of the knowledge
thati1 andk1 co-refer. We therefore givetell operations the following, straightforward
semantics, whereK = 〈λ, co,nco〉 is the current co-reference structure:

tell-co(i, j,K) = 〈λ, co ∪ {(i, j)},nco〉

tell-nco(i, j,K) = 〈λ, co,nco ∪ {(i, j)}〉

Note that the addition of knowledge may cause an inconsistency in the co-reference
structure. However, there is no guarantee that the piece of knowledge being added re-
flects an incorrect co-reference relationship: it might be the case that the inconsistency
is caused by knowledge which has been told previously. Thus atell always results in
a larger co-reference structure. Clearly, good practice suggests a consistency check after
each knowledge insertion.

Analogously:



untell-co(i, j,K) = 〈λ, co \ {(i, j)},nco〉

untell-nco(i, j,K) = 〈λ, co,nco \ {(i, j)}〉

Notice that if the pair(i, j) is not present inco (nco, respectively), then the former
(latter) operation has no effect.

Implementation

We now discuss the implementation of the operations introduced so far. We begin by
introducing the basic data structure for the implementation of co-reference, the co-
reference graph.

Given a co-reference structureK = 〈λ, co,nco〉, theco-reference graphof K, GK

(simplyG when no ambiguity may arise), is the undirected graphG = (L, (co ∪ nco)).
Arcs arising from pairs of identifiers inco will be calledco-arcs, while arcs arising from
pairs innco will be callednco-arcs.Likewise, aco-pathis a path inG including only co-
reference arcs. Finally, an identifieri is co-reachablefrom an identifierj if there exists
a co-path fromi to j. Figure 4 shows the co-graph for the co-reference structure of the
running example. For readability, nco-arcs are shown as dashed lines.

A basic property of undirected graphs that will be very useful for the sequel, is that
all the nodes from the same component of such a graph are reachable from each other [6].
Since co-reachability will play a crucial role, we focus in particular on the components
of the sub-graph(L, co). We denote these components as(Ni, Ei), for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Each
component(Ni, Ei) is a connected, undirected graph. It follows that two identifiers are
co-reachable from each other iff they belong to the same setNj , for some1 ≤ j ≤ m.

Moreover, by construction the setsNi’s are a partition of the set of identifiers showing
up inK, and when complete co-reference knowledge is reached, they coincide with the
equivalence classes discussed in Section , each consistingof the names that an object has
in the considered vocabularies. For this reason, each graph(Ni, Ei) will be calledname
graphwhile eachNi will be called aname set.

In our running example (see Figure 4), the graph has 5 components, whose name
sets are given by:{i1, j1, k1}, {i2}, {j2}, {k2} and{k3}.

Implementingask operations

The following Proposition states the basic result forask operations.

Proposition 1 For any co-reference structureK = 〈λ, co,nco〉 and identifiersi, j ∈ L :

1. j ∈ ask-co(i,K) iff j is co-reachable fromi in G;

2. j ∈ ask-nco(i,K) iff there exist two identifiersa and b such thata ∈
ask-co(i,K), b ∈ ask-co(j,K) and eithera and b belong to the same lan-
guage, or there is a nco-arc froma to b in G.
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Figure 4. A co-reference graph

Proof:(1) (→) If j is co-reachable fromi in G, then(i, j) ∈ co
⋆ by transitivity.

(←) We have thatco⋆ = fn(co) for a finite n (see Section ). We prove that for all
1 ≤ k ≤ n, (i, j) ∈ fk(co) implies thatj is co-reachable fromi. The proof is by
induction onn. For k = 1, f1(co) = co. Thus if(i, j) ∈ co then there is an arc fromi
to j in G, hencej is co-reachable fromi. Suppose the thesis holds fork = m < n, let
us prove it fork = m + 1. fm+1(co) adds tofm(co) the pairs that are obtained from
those infm(co) either by symmetry or by transitivity. In the case of symmetry, if (i, j) ∈
fm+1(co), it means that(j, i) ∈ fm(co), which means by the induction hypothesis that
i is co-reachable fromj; then, for the symmetry of co-reachability, alsoj is co-reachable
from i. In the case of transitivity,(i, j) ∈ fm+1(co) implies that(i, h), (h, j) ∈ fm(co),
for some identifierh. By the induction hypothesis,h is co-reachable fromi andj is co-
reachable fromh, which implies thatj is co-reachable fromi.
The proof of (2) is much simpler and is omitted for reasons of space. 2

Based on this Proposition, assumingi ∈ Nk, we have:

ask-co(i,K) = Nk

ask-nco(i,K) = {j ∈ L | (i, j) ∈ nco} ∪ {j ∈ Vj | j 6= j′ ∈ Vj andj′ ∈ Nk}

and we may therefore conclude that bothask operations can be implemented efficiently.
ask-nco requires to enumerate, for every identifier co-reachable from the given one, all
the different identifiers from the same vocabulary. This enumeration may be very long,
but it is the only one that correctly reflects the non-co-reference knowledge.

Detecting inconsistency

An inconsistency is caused by the same pair to be both inco⋆ and innco⋆. In order to
devise an algorithm for eliminating the inconsistency, it is crucial to understand under
which conditions a co-reference graph represents an inconsistent co-reference structure.
To this end, we only need to derive the consequences of Proposition 1.

Corollary 1 For every co-reference structureK = 〈λ, co,nco〉 and pairs of different
identifiersi, j ∈ L, (i, j) ∈ co⋆ ∩ nco⋆ iff i, j belong to the same name setNk, for some
k, and:

1. eitherNk contains two identifiers joined by an nco-arc, or
2. Nk contains two identifiers from the same language.

It is immediate to verify that the Corollary merely combinesconditions (1) and (2) of
Proposition 1.



The pairs of identifiers satisfying condition 1 of the last Corollary are therefore given
by:

C1 = {(i, j) | i 6= j, {i, j} ⊆ Nk andN2
k ∩ nco 6= ∅, for some1 ≤ k ≤ m}

that is all pairs of identifiers which are in the same name set as two pairs that are known
not to co-refer. ComputingC1 simply requires, for each pair(i, j) ∈ nco, to check
whether the setNk where one ofi or j belongs, also contains the other one. If yes, then
all pairs inNk are inC1.

On the other hand, the pairs of identifiers satisfying condition 2 of the last Corollary
are given by:

C2 = {(i, j) | {i, j} ⊆ Nk and|Nk ∩ Vh| ≥ 2, for some1 ≤ k ≤ m, 1 ≤ h ≤ n}

that is all pairs of identifiers which are in the same name set as two pairs from the same
vocabulary. This requires a scanning of each name set, to find2 identifiers from the same
vocabulary. whenever such a name set is found, all pairs in itare inC2. Assuming each
identifier carries also the identifier of the vocabulary it comes from,C2 can be computed
efficiently.

Since the pairs(i, j) satisfying one of the conditions of the Corollary are the result
of thecons-ch operation, we have that for all co-reference structuresK,

cons-ch(K) = C1 ∪ C2

and we can conclude that this operation can be efficiently implemented too.

Repairing an inconsistency

The inconsistencies found in the setC1 arise from the fact that a pair(i, j) is both inco

and innco. In this case, all pairs of different identifiers in the same name set asi andj

are inC1, but obviously the prime cause of the inconsistency is the pair (i, j); hence, the
repairing will focus on this kind of pairs. One of two actionscan then be performed:

• removing the(i, j) from nco via anuntell-nco(i, j) operation; in this case,
negotiations have brought about that the positive co-reference knowledge is to be
trusted; or

• making eitheri or j disappear from the name setNk where they both belong. This
requires breaking all paths connectingi and j in the name graph(Nk, Ek), by
making a number ofuntell-co operations which collectively wouldcut i from
j, in fact causing the name graph to split into two graphs.

Analogously, the prime causes of the inconsistencies foundin the setC2, are those iden-
tifiers i andj that belong to the same language and also to the same name set.In order to
solve these inconsistencies, therefore, one of two actionscan be taken:

• to makei andj synonyms of one another, thus using one of the two as a represen-
tative of both, and recording this information somewhere1; in practice, this would
mean to substitute the removed identifier with the other one in all co-reference
relationships in which it occurs; or

1Synonym lists are commonly associated to authority files.
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Figure 5. A co-reference graph

• to cuti from j in the co-reference graph.

Clearly, in both cases the second operation is the most difficult one, and the question
arises how the co-reference service can support the user in identifying a set of wrong
links making up a cut,i.e.the co-reference relationships that must beun-tell-ed in
order to restore consistency.

The service does not have any clue as to what each identifier refers to, and the
only optimality criterion that it can follow is to propose tothe userminimal cuts, thus
minimizing the number of negotiations which the user has to carry out. However, this
is not a feasible strategy, because there can be an exponential number of minimal cuts.
Consider for instance the graph shown in Figure 5: any set including a link from each of
the paths connectingi andj is a minimal cut, and their number of such cuts is exponential
in the number of paths.

In fact, even identifyinganyminimal cut is a difficult problem, which can be shown
to be NP-complete.

For the hardness, Figure 6 shows a reduction from MINIMAL HITTING SET [7]
to the problem of saturating the network on the right with a minimal number of links,
which is the same as finding a minimal cut betweeni andj. A MINIMAL HITTING
SET instance consists of a finite setS and a collectionC = {C1, . . . , Cn} of subsets of
S. The question is whether there exists a subsetX of S of minimal size, containing at
least one element of any memberCi of C. The network corresponding to this problem
has 3 types of links:

• the links outgoing fromi are one-to-one with the element ofS, and so are the
different nodes they lead to; the capacity of each such linksis the outrank of the
target node, to make sure all links outgoing from each targetnode are used;

• the links incoming intoj are one-to-one with the members of the collectionC, and
so are the different nodes they leave from;

• the links in between these, connect each node correspondingto an elementx of S

with the nodes corresponding to the elementsCi ∈ C in whichx belong; each link
of this and the previous type has capacity 1 to make sure it is used exactly once.

In order to saturate the network, a minimal set of links outgoing from i must be chosen,
so that all links incoming intoj are saturated. The way the network is built clearly guar-
antees that such a minimal set of links is one-to-one with a MINIMAL HITTING SET
for the initial problem.

Membership in NP can be easily seen by considering that the sizem of a minimal
cut between two nodes of a graph can be determined in polynomial time in the size of
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Figure 6. Reduction from MINIMAL HITTING SET

the graph. Given then a candidate solutions to the problem in question, it suffices to
determinem and check whether the size ofs is the same asm. If yes, thens is a minimal
set of links; if not, it is not. All this can be done efficiently, thus determining a minimal
set of links is an NP-complete problem.

For these reasons, we envisage an interactive and iterativestrategy for cutting two
identifiers in the co-reference graph. The strategy is basedon the obvious observation
that a cut must include a link from any path fromi to j. We then envisage arepair(i, j)
operation, where(i, j) ∈cons-ch, which, when issued by the user, causes the following
interaction to take place:

1. The service tries to compute any co-path fromi to j.

2. If no such co-path exists, then the repair operation is completed successfully.
Clearly at the first iteration a co-path is always found as a consequence of the fact
that(i, j) ∈cons-ch.

3. The service shows to the user the links on the obtained co-path which the user
has not yet considered (i.e., re-negotiated). At the first iteration no link has been
re-negotiated by the user, so all links on the co-path are shown; from the second
iteration on, the user may have already negotiated some links, which need not
therefore be shown to her again.

4. The user, via negotiations, identifies at least one, possibly many of the shown links
as incorrect anduntell-co each one of them.

5. The services executes eachuntell-co operation issued by the user and iterates.

In order to efficiently execute its part of the above protocol, the co-reference service must
be able to quickly determine whetheri andj are connected in the co-graph (step 1), and,
if so, serve the links on a co-path to the user, discarding theones already considered in
previous iterations (step 3). One way of doing so, is to maintain aspanning treeof each
name graph(Nk, Ek). A spanning tree of a graph is a minimal set of edges of the graph
that connect all nodes. By definition, in a tree there is exactly one path from any two
nodes, so the spanning tree is cycle-free and therefore verysuitable for the task at hand.

The next Section outlines algorithms and data structures for implementing the co-
reference service, based on the results presented so far.



Algorithms and data structures

The basic data structure for co-reference is a tableC with four columns, each holding
the information about a co-reference pair; in particular,

• the first two columns are used to store, respectively, the first and second element
of the co-reference pair;

• the third column stores an identifier of the name set where theco-reference pair
belongs;

• the last column stores a binary valuev indicating whether (v = 1) or not (v = 0)
the co-arc representing the pair belongs to the spanning tree of the name graph.

The data in the last 2 columns do not represent any entity in the formal model, they are
just used for implementation purposes. Non-co-reference information is stored in a two
column relationN, each row of which keeps a non-coreference pair.

In what follows, we will sketch the execution of each operation in the interface of the
co-reference service, by analyzing the possible scenariosand outlining the actions to be
taken. The following invariants regarding the tableC can be easily proved, for instance
by induction on the size ofC :

• Co-arc uniqueness.The first two columns are a key ofC, in any order (i.e., C has
two keys). Moreover, the projection ofC on the first two columns is an asymmetric
relation. Overall, this means that(i, j, x, y) ∈ C implies that for noz 6= x and
w 6= y, (i, j, z, w) ∈ C or (j, i, z, w) ∈ C. For simplicity, we call a “ij tuple” any
tuple that hasi andj (in any order) in the first two columns.

• WeakC2 consistency.(i, j, x, y) ∈ C implies thati andj do not belong to the same
language. This does not mean thatC is C2-consistent, but simply that “evident”
inconsistencies are avoided by maintaining a synonym list for each identifier. We
do not enter into the details of how these lists are implemented.

• Name consistency.Language and name set idenfiers are consistent: it cannot hap-
pen that the same language identifier is associated with two different name set
identifiers in two different tuples of theC table. More technically, there is a func-
tional dependency from either of the first two columns ofC to the third. Based on
this dependency, we use the notationν(i) to indicate the identifier of the name set
wherei belongs.

For brevity, we only considertell operations, and conclude with a remark on how to
efficiently perform the first step of arepair, aiming at finding a path from two given
identifiers from the same name set.

Figure 7 presents thetell-co procedure.tell-co takes as input two identifiers
i andj and if there already exists anij tuple inC, it does nothing. Otherwise,

• If both i and j do not occur inC (line 2), then: if i and j belong to the same
language, then in order to maintain the weakC2 consistency,i is chosen to be the
official representative of both, having the other as a synonym; if i andj belong
to two different languages, then the insertion of the tuple(i, j, A, 1) into C means
that a new name set is created, havingA as identifier and including bothi andj;
in addition,(i, j) is made part of the spanning tree ofA.



proceduretell-co(i, j : identifiers)
1. if no ij tuple exists inC then
2. if neitheri nor j occur in any tuple inC then
3. if i andj belong to the same languagethen syn(i)← {j}
4. elseinsert(i, j, A, 1) into C whereA is a new name set identifier
5. else ifj does not occur in any tuple inC then
6. if i andj belong to the same languagethen syn(i)← syn(i) ∪ {j}
7. elseinsert(i, j, ν(i), 1) into C

8. else
9. if i andj belong to the same languagethen begin

10. replace ν(i) by A in C whereA is a new name set identifier
11. replace ν(j) by A in C

12. replace j by i in C

13. syn(i)← syn(i) ∪ {j}
14. end
15. else
16. if i andj belong to the same name setA, then insert(i, j, A, 0) into C

17. else begin
18. replace ν(i) by A in C whereA is a new name set identifier
19. replace ν(j) by A in C

20. insert(i, j, A, 1) into C

21. end

Figure 7. Thetell-co procedure

• If one of i andj (sayj) does not occur inC, there can be two cases: (1)i andj

belong to the same language (line 6), in which casej is stored as a synonym ofi.

(2) i andj belong to two different languages (line 7), then the fact that j co-refers
with i is recorded by inserting(i, j, ν(i), 1) into C, along with the fact that(i, j)
is part of the spanning tree ofν(i).

• If both i andj occur inC, there can be the same two cases: (1)i andj belong to
the same language (line 9); in this case, it follows from the weakC2 consistency
of C thati andj belong to two different name sets. Then, in term of the co-graph,
i andj are coaleshed into a single node representing one of the two identifiers,
having the other one as a synonym. This is implemented by (a) replacing bothν(i)
andν(j) by a new name set identifierA in C; (b) replacingj by i in C; and finally
(c) storingj as a synonym ofi. (2) i andj belong to two different languages; in
this case, ifi andj belong to the same name setA, then(i, j, A, 0) is inserted into
C sincei andj are already connected by the spanning tree ofA and therefore the
newly added co-arc does not have to be on the spanning tree. Ifi andj belong to
two different name sets, thentell-co connects two whole name sets, as follows:
(1) a new name set identifierA replaces bothν(i) andν(j) in C; (2) (i, j, A, 1) is
inserted intoC.

Figure 8 presents theuntell-co procedure.untell-co takes as input two iden-
tifiers i andj which belong to different languages by theC2-consistency ofC. If no ij

tuple exists inC, nothing is done. Else, let(i, j, A, v) be such a tuple, unique by co-arc
uniqueness.



procedureuntell-co(i, j : identifiers)
1. if there exists anij tuple(i, j, A, v) in C then
2. if v = 0 then remove (i, j, A, v) from C

3. else begin
4. Ni← {k | (i, k) is a path in the spanning tree ofA without the(i, j) co-arc}
5. Nj ← {k | (j, k) is a path in the spanning tree ofA without the(i, j) co-arc}
6. if no tuple(xi, xj , X, b) exists inC wherexi ∈ Ni andxj ∈ Nj then begin
7. remove (i, j, A, v) from C

8. replace each tuple(x, y, X, c) in C such thatx, y ∈ Ni, by (x, y, Ai, c)
whereAi is a new name set identifier forNi

9. replace each tuple(x, y, X, c) in C such thatx, y ∈ Nj, by (x, y, Ai, jc)
whereAj is a new name set identifier forNj

10. end
11. else
12. for each tuple(x, y, A, 0) in C such thatx ∈ Ni andy ∈ Nj do begin
13. remove (i, j, A, 1) from C

14. replace the tuple(x, y, A, 0) in C by (x, y, A, 1)
15. end
16. end

Figure 8. Theuntell-co procedure

• If v = 0, then the corresponding co-arc(i, j) is not on the spanning tree of the
name setA, hence the tuple is removed fromC.

• If v = 1, Ni (respectively,Nj) is the set of identifiers reachable fromi (j) in the
spanning tree ofA without the(i, j) co-arc. By definition of spanning tree,Ni

andNj are a partition of the name set wherei andj belong. There can be two
cases: (1) if no tuple exists inC havingxi andxj in the first two columns, where
xi ∈ Ni andxj ∈ Nj , then(i, j) is the only co-arc connectingi andj; in this case
two different name sets are created with the remaining co-arcs in the name setA
(lines 7-9). (2) If(x, y, A, 0) is any tuple inC such thatx ∈ Ni andy ∈ Nj, it is
replaced by(x, y, A, 1) and the tuple(i, j, A, 1) is deleted fromC.

The procedures for operating on non-coreference are quite straightforward. In par-
ticular:

• tell-nco(i, j) does nothing if anij tuple exists already inN. Otherwise, the
tuple(i, j) is added toN.

• untell-nco(i, j) does nothing if noij tuple exists inN. Otherwise, the tuple
(i, j) is removed fromN.

Finally, the crucial step inrepair(i, j) is the identification of the path on the span-
ning tree leading fromi to j. By using a simple backtracking strategy, this requires con-
necting the co-arcs corresponding to the tuples inC marked with a 1 in the fourth col-
umn, starting from those who have ani as one of the two ends, until one is found which
asj as one of the two ends.



Conclusions

To the end of establishing a necessary service for data integration, we have analyzed
the notion of co-reference as it stems from language structures, that is vocabularies of
identifiers with reference functions assigning an object toevery identifiers. We have then
defined the primitive operations of a service for maintaining co-reference knowledge.
These operations reflect a functional approach to knowledgerepresentation [15], includ-
ing tell operations, by which users can tell the service the result of negotiations, and ask
operations, by which users can extract implicit and explicit co-reference knowledge from
the service, based on what they previously told the service.The semantics of these oper-
ations has been defined, and an efficient implementation has been derived, based on the
co-reference graph.
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